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Introduction to the Couture Ecosystem
ABOUT COUTURE COIN:
COUTURE COIN (CUTR) is a decentralized cryptocurrency built on Ethereum’s open
source block chain. The transfer of CUTR from wallet to wallet with is made possible
with the Ethereum blockchain and Ethereum-based wallets such as META MASK for
example. Transfer of coins is based on a cryptograph protocol and is not managed by
any central authority. The coin was inspired by, and in technical details is nearly
identical to Bitcoin.
The primary purpose of COUTURE COIN is to fund designers and high-end product
producers of luxury goods and services who intern will except CTUR for their products
and services, for a basis for NFT tickets for events and to vote on models and
designers. Users will be able to purchase votes via CTUR on our websites to help
promote their favorite chosen designer.
RUNWAY’s COUTURE COIN - Network / Ecosystem
The RUNWAY Network is powered by the CTUR token and includes the RUNWAY news
Platform, the decentralized marketplace, internal RUNWAY LUX apps and integrated
third party applications, digital content creators, and in-house media publications.
RUNWAY uses the network to help rising designers and intern the designers allow sales
of their art/products using Couture Coin.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
COUTURE (CTUR) is a decentralized, tokenized, reputation-based social news platform
capable of rewarding millions of digital content creators without any centralized
intermediaries. RUNWAY will be powered by our utility token, CTUR, and built to provide
a smooth user experience that will bring the benefits of the Blockchain to the masses.
• Token sale: Users can acquire CTUR tokens to use on the RUNWAY platform
immediately.
• Official Website: https://www.COUTURECOIN.org
• RNY Decimals: 8
• Initial Token Supply: 100,000,000
FIXED SUPPLY:
Couture coin is fully immune to inflation. There is no CTUR money
printer. The supply is strictly limited and will never increase. In this manner, Couture
coin is very similar to Bitcoin – the supply will only become smaller over the time,
making the price increase as the demand grows.
Inflation is the biggest problem with fiat currencies like the dollar and euro, and one of
the main reasons why cryptocurrencies were invented in the first place. Inflation is bad,
and a good cryptocurrency shouldn’t
have it.

ABOUT RUNWAY MEDIA GROUP:
RUNWAY is one of the top worlds recognized brand names and backed by thousands of
celebrities. Created in 1997, RUNWAY is divided into five divisions, a magazine, a TV
channel, a geolocation service application, a crypto currency/NFT platform and a private
intelligence agency known as the RIA. The RIA provides technology and information to
the master corporation RUNWAY TV LLC. RUNWAY is a privately-owned company with
private stock.
Runway is a selective celebration of the inspirational designers, entertainers and artists
that bring beauty, grace and elegance into our lives. Fashion and beauty are not simply
about image; these elements are a cultural barometer for what is going on in society
and in the lives of everyone. It’s a story that you must tell visually through a collection
of powerful images and articles. This is why Runway provides our readers multiple
viewpoints of fashion, beauty and celebrities, each bringing an influential slice of grace,
power or individualism to the publication.
Runway reveals the top designs, the most modern fashions and the finest accessories
available, covering 200+ international fashion shows and up-and-coming designers.
Every issue of Runway is backed by at least 10 celebrities, each providing exclusive
interviews on what’s in their closets, fashion must-haves and personal influences. Other
sections include seasonal beauty secrets, designer profiles, romance advice,
entertainment destinations, and a fresh take on shopping tips.
Put all of this together and Runway offers our readers a modern approach to fashion,
bringing it to a new age with page-turning content and captivating writing from
experts. Runway is committed to bringing new and fresh content to each issue, which
challenges readers to see things differently and entices them back for more.
DEFI:
DeFi (Decentralized Finance) is a collective term referring to a vast array of financial
solutions utilizing blockchain technology and smart contracts. DeFi projects are
decentralized, secure and private, similar to traditional cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin or
Dogecoin. But while BTC and DOGE are simple assets which can only be sent, received
or stored, DeFi tokens are much more advanced and have a much greater
potential.
The name Decentralized Finance explains the core idea of DeFi very clearly.
Decentralized Finance means reinventing traditional financial mechanisms – such as
banking, lending or insurance – and vastly improving their efficiency and security
through the power of decentralized technologies like blockchain and smart contracts.
DeFi revolutionized the crypto ecosystem, and it’s not going away. However, Dogecoin
developers have completely ignored Decentralized Finance. Why exactly is DeFi so
popular, and why is are new coins more adapted to the DeFi age what the community
needs?

Decentralized Exchanges:
The Next Generation of Buying and Selling Crypto Decentralized exchanges are the
most popular DeFi solutions. Decentralized exchanges (also called DEXs) allow
blockchain investors to trade a large number of digital assets in a fully decentralized
and automated way. DEXs quickly became extremely popular among crypto enthusiasts
due to their low fees and high transaction speed. Decentralized exchanges like Uniswap,
SushiSwap and PancakeSwap are used by millions of DeFi enthusiasts every day, and
the volume of digital assets traded on DEXs constantly keeps growing.
Decentralized exchanges are fast, cheap, reliable and secure. They also enable a much
higher level of anonymity and privacy than centralized exchanges like Coinbase or
Gemini. There’s no denying that DEXs have become a vital part of the blockchain
ecosystem.
The main reason why crypto enthusiasts fell in love with DeFi is the ease in which
decentralized finance provides people with various passive income earning
opportunities. When it comes to traditional cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin or Dogecoin,
the only way to profit from them is either to use them for short term speculation and
day trading (which is extremely risky) or long term holding the coins in your wallet and
hoping the price will keep increasing (which is definitely profitable - but it can take
years before you see any real gains). With DeFi, you can put your coins to work. The
most popular methods of gaining passive income with decentralized finance are staking
and yield farming. Staking can be considered a more cost-efficient alternative to
mining.
With staking, consuming massive quantities of energy is not required for a blockchain
to work. The users can stake their assets instead, which simply means that they can
earn rewards just for holding coins at a specified address for a certain amount of time.
Yield Farming is very similar to staking on a technical level, but platforms utilizing yield
farming are more passive income oriented than projects which only utilize staking.
Because of that, yield farming usually allows the user to enjoy a higher rate of interest
than staking.
Why RUNWAY/Couture Coin?
-The creator company has been in business for over 2 decades.
-We are well known for events and have hit main stream news many times.
-The platform is backed by thousands of celebrities who regularly give content and
interviews
-Celebrity Based NFT’s.
-Demand, with CTUR being the only way to vote and receive some of the worlds most
elite products
-CTUR will let you skip the line and be first getting tickets to many high-end events and
clubs.
-By using CTUR users will receive large discounts on select events, art and products

LINKS:
Discord : runway#3157
Telegram : t.mer/couturecoin
White paper: couture coin.org/couture-whitepaper.pdf
Facebook: www.facebook.com/couturecoin
Twitter: www.twitter.com/couturecoin
GitHub: https://github.com/orgs/couturecoin/
CONTRACT ADDRESS: 0x64b4aca444fc8e2be1ea8034ec76409ff6ede8a0
CAN BE PURCHASED USING UNISWAP
LISTED ON DEXTOOLS: https://www.dextools.io/app/ether/pairexplorer/0xe818dd41fec180de8ee1faa09b6e0850541d4def

